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U.S. clears COVID
boosters targeting
newest variants
LAURAN NEERGAARD

Associated Press

WASHINGTON —
The U.S. on Wednesday
authorized its first update to COVID-19 vaccines, booster doses
that target today’s
most common omicron
strain. Shots could begin within days.
The move by the Food
and Drug Administration tweaks the recipe
of shots made by Pfizer
and rival Moderna that
already have saved millions of lives. The hope
is that the modified
boosters will blunt yet
another winter surge —
and help tamp down the
BA.5 omicron relative
that continues to spread
widely.
“These updated boosters present us with
an opportunity to get
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Amy Sandeen leads a group session during Hastings College’s Disconnect to Reconnect
class Tuesday at the Prairie Loft Center.

Disconnect to reconnect
HC CLASS MAKES STUDENTS
GO COMPLETELY
TECHNOLOGY-FREE
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Obstruction now a
major focus in Trump
documents probe
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ith the pervasiveness
of devices in
society today,
one class at
Hastings College is hoping
to help students learn to find
balance between nature and
technology.
Titled “Disconnect to Reconnect,” the two-week-long
class examines the impact
of nature and technology on
human lives. Students in the
screen-free course participate
in daily outdoor activities
and engage in workshops and
collaborative projects that enhance creative thinking, communication, leadership and
life skills.
“The goal is to disconnect
from technology to reconnect
to self, others and nature,”
Stephanie Furrer, chair of
the psychology and sociology
department at Hastings College, said. “We are completely
technology-free.”

ahead” of the next
COVID-19 wave, said
FDA Commissioner Dr.
Robert Califf.
Until now, COVID-19
vaccines have targeted
the original coronavirus strain, even as
wildly different mutants emerged. The new
U.S. boosters are combination, or “bivalent,”
shots. They contain half
that original vaccine
recipe and half protection against the newest
omicron versions, BA.4
and BA.5, that are considered the most contagious yet.
The combination aims
to increase cross-protection against multiple
variants.
“It really provides the
broadest opportunity

ERIC TUCKER

Associated Press

WASHINGTON —
The FBI investigation
into top-secret government information discovered at Mar-a-Lago
is zeroing in on the
question of whether
former President Donald Trump’s team criminally obstructed the
probe. A new document
alleges that government records had been
concealed and removed
and that law enforcement officials were misled about what was still
there.
The allegation does
not necessarily mean
that Trump or anyone
else will ultimately face
charges. But it could
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Shelby Banks shares her favorite memories of Hastings
College’s Disconnect to Reconnect class Tuesday at the
Prairie Loft Center.
Furrer teaches the class in
collaboration with Amy Sandeen, executive director of
Prairie Loft Center for Outdoor and Agricultural Learning. The pair have conducted
seven sections of the class
since January 2017.
“We love teaching this class,”
Furrer said. “Experiential
learning is the heart of it.”
The class meshes well
with Prairie Loft’s mission

to teach agriculture appreciation, outdoor education,
cultural connections, and
the wise use of natural resources.
“Prairie Loft is part of a
worldwide movement affirming outdoor experiences are
fundamental to human development,” Sandeen said. “We
are here to help people find
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pose the most direct
legal threat to either
Trump and those in his
orbit, in part because
the Justice Department has historically
regarded obstruction
as an aggravating factor that tilts in favor of
bringing charges in investigations involving
the mishandling of classified information.
“It goes to the heart
of trying to suborn
the very integrity of
our criminal justice
system,” said David
Laufman, who once
oversaw the same Justice Department counterintelligence section
now responsible for the
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UNK political science students tout summer experiences in Washington
SUTTON’S
PETERWORTH WAS
INTERN IN FISCHER’S
SENATE OFFICE
TYLER ELLYSON

UNK Communications

KEARNEY — Washington, D.C., is the
mecca of American politics.
It’s the center of the
federal government, a
historic city where major decisions that impact the country and
world are made.
For political science
students, there’s no better place to prepare for
a future career.
“Oftentimes, D.C. internships are the first
step toward working
for the federal government,” said Tanner Butler, a senior at the University of Nebraska at
Kearney.
Butler and two other
UNK political science
majors spent part of
their summer in the
nation’s capital, where
they gained valuable experience while working

as interns for members
of Congress and a government relations firm.
Butler, a Broken Bow
native, completed a sixweek internship with
the office of U.S. Rep.
Adrian Smith, R-Neb.
He served as a contact
for constituents, answering phone calls and
questions and relaying
messages to the congressman.
Butler also led public
tours of Capitol Hill and
conducted research, focusing specifically on
issues related to the
House Ways and Means
Committee. Smith currently is in the race for
chair of that committee.
Additionally, Butler
was able to sit in on
committee hearings, attend a professional lecture series and hang out
with Smith during the
Congressional Baseball
Game.
“In political science,
we’re learning about
what’s happening in
Congress and in D.C. all
the time,” Butler said.
“It’s amazing to be out

there, because you get
a much deeper understanding.”
Butler is minoring in
public law, and he’s part
of the Kearney Law Opportunities Program
(KLOP), a partnership
between UNK and the
University of Nebraska
College of Law that recruits and trains students to become lawyers
in rural areas. Participants receive a full-tuition scholarship to
attend UNK and guaranteed admission to the
College of Law in Lincoln if all requirements
are met.
Previously, Butler
completed an internship with Smith’s district office in Nebraska
and the Buffalo County
Attorney’s Office.
“I would 100% recommend going to D.C.,” he
said.
UNK junior Braden
Peterworth of Sutton
had a similar summer experience. He interned with the office of
U.S. Sen. Deb Fischer,
R-Neb., fulfilling a
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dream to visit Washington and participate in
the federal government.
“Before I go to law
school, I knew I wanted
to find some way to
get out to D.C. and experience government
there, the culture there
and tourism there,” he
said. “The fact that Sen.
Fischer and her office
gave me this opportunity to be out there for
10 weeks really allowed
me to take everything
in.”
A public law minor
and member of the
KLOP program, Peterworth was in Washington from late May until
the end of July. Like
Butler, he assisted with
constituent services,
led Capitol tours, researched specific policy areas and observed
committee hearings.
“It was really awesome to be hands-on
and really help her staff
execute legislation for
Nebraskans,” Peterworth said. “We are

TODAY Mostly cloudy, then gradually becoming sunny.
TONIGHT Mostly clear. South
wind 5-10 mph.
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University of Nebraska at Kearney students
(from left) Earlen Gutierrez of Lexington, Tanner
Butler of Broken Bow and Braden Peterworth of
Sutton are pictured outside the U.S. Capitol. The
political science majors completed internships in
Washington this summer.
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